In this work, a new law for magnetic control of satellites in near-polar orbits is presented. This law has been developed for the UMPSat-2 microsatellite, which has been designed and manufactured by Universidad Politecnica de Madrid, Madrid. The control law is a modification of the B-dot strategy that enables the satellite to control the rotation rate. Besides, the satellite's equilibrium state is characterized by having the rotation axis perpendicular to the orbit's plane. The control law described in the present work only needs magnetometers and magnetorquers, as sensors and actuators, respectively, to carry out a successful attitude control on the spacecraft A description of the analysis is included. Performance and applicability of the proposed method have been demonstrated by control dynamics together with Monte Carlo techniques and by implementing the control law in the UPMSat-2 mission simulator. Results show good performance in terms of acquisition and stability of the satellite rotation rate and orientation with respect to its orbit's plane. 
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As is well known, the magnetic control can be either active or passive. In the passive magnetic attitude control, elements that do not require any power supply, like hysteresis rods or a permanent magnet, are used [4] [5] [6] . In active magnetic attitude control, magnetorquers are used as actuators. These elements can be regulated by varying their input currents, and this allows the implementation of closed-loop feedback laws, based on the sensors' measurements [7, 8] .
However, despite its advantages, a spacecraft controlled with magnetic actuators would always be an underactuated system [5] , as the magnetic torque, regardless of the number of the magnetic rods, can only be generated perpendicular to the local Earth's magnetic field. Nevertheless, if satellite orbit inclination with respect to the geomagnetic equator is enough, the magnetic field vector periodically changes its direction with respect to the inertial reference frame, and as aresult, it is possible (at least on average over the orbital period) to apply torques in any direction [9] [10] [11] . Therefore, if closedloop dynamics is sufficiently slow, linear conventional proportional derivative control law can be applied [12] . On the other hand, it should be also pointed out that in case of large rotations or high angular rates (e.g., for initial satellite detumbling or spinning spacecraft) high nonlinearities are involved, and as a consequence, nonlinear controls are necessary instead of the linear ones.
Leaving aside some recent advances in nonlinear predictive control [13] , it should be underlined that one of the most used nonlinear strategies is the well-known B-dot control law. Apart from its fundamental role for spacecraft initial attitude acquisition, one of the major advantages of B-dot is its simplicity, allowing fully magnetic device-based control with solely magnetic instruments. This makes this strategy appropriate for small satellites [14] [15] [16] . The challenge of fully magnetic device-based control is the lack of attitude observation by magnetometers, which does not allow typical linear control strategies. Thus, for a long time, B-dot control law was the only strategy available. In this control law, the supplied magnetic dipole moment vector is proportional to the derivative of the magnetic field, and this results in a dissipative effect that decreases the angular velocity of the spacecraft. This dissipation remains for as long as the rate of variation of the magnetic field along the orbit is negligible, when compared to the rate of variation caused by the spacecraft rotation [12] . This implies that, using this control law, the angular velocity of the satellite cannot be stabilized at a particular chosen value, but depending on the inclination of its orbit, the angular velocity is reduced up to a limit. Obviously, this lack of control over the satellite rotational rate could be a problem in terms of thermal control, as some part of the satellite surface might be overexposed to the sun radiation if the stabilized rotation rate is too low. Another disadvantage of the B-dot strategy is the lack of control regarding the final attitude of the satellite (once stabilized), which depends on its initial condition. Consequently, the magnetic attitude control systems that are exclusively based on this strategy normally include a permanent magnet, making one of the satellite axes remain permanently aligned with the geomagnetic field [17] .
Because of the aforementioned drawbacks, in recent years, some studies have been carried out to find some more efficient alternatives for B-dot control law. Some of these B-dot-like developments might overcome the weaknesses of the B-dot control law, e.g., allowing a reduction in the angular rates of the satellite to zero [18] , or the acquisition of a desired spin condition along a prescribed axis in inertial frame [19] , but requiring direct measurement (or estimation) of angular velocity components. This is, as already mentioned, not possible to evaluate directly from magnetometers' data, making fully magnetic device-based control not possible. Nevertheless, it is possible to compare magnetometers measurements with geomagnetic models on board in order to make some attitude estimations, which allows the design and development of fully magnetic device-based control [20] . However, that increases the complexity of the control and the data stored on the onboard satellite computer and requires certain additional information (or estimations), such as the exact position of the satellite.
In the present work, a new nonlinear magnetic attitude control that, to some extent, overcomes the aforementioned deficiencies of B-dot control is described. The control subsystem presented has a very simple design, it does not include any model or information stored onboard, and it only uses magnetorquers as actuators and magnetometers as sensors. The programmed control law is based on a modification of the B-dot strategy. The main advantage of this modification is that it enables effective control of the satellite angular rotation rate, which is not possible using the traditional B-dot control law. Therefore, it can represent an improvement from the thermal control point of view. Additionally, the proposed control law will force a terminal attitude such that the rotation axis aligns with the orbit normal. This effect has already been described for spacecraft of the momentum-bias variety with B-dot control law [21] . The proposed control law obtains the same result without using any reaction wheel.
In Sec. II, a description of the UPMSat-2 satellite mission and the general configuration of its attitude, control, and determination subsystem is included, whereas in Sec. EI, the general dynamics of a satellite with magnetic control is introduced. In Sec. IV, the proposed control law is presented, and the rotation rate correction is explained. In Sec. V, the attitude evolution and stabilized solution are described. In Sec. VI, the control law is analyzed by means of the Monte Carlo technique and by including it in the attitude simulator developed for the UPMSat-2 mission. Results from the numerical simulation are included in this section. The paper's conclusions are summarized in Sec. VII.
II. UPMSat-2 Satellite
The control presented in this paper was designed for the UPMSat-2 satellite, which is scheduled to be launched during 2015. The mission characteristics have impacted the attitude control approach and design. These characteristics are summarized in the following.
UPMSat-2 is a 50 kg microsatellite completely developed at Instituto Universitario de Microgravedad "Ignacio Da Riva" (IDR/ UPM) of Universidad Politecnica de Madrid (Madrid, Spain), for a 2 year LEO mission, orbiting in a sun-synchronous noon/midnight orbit, at 700 km altitude [22] (see Table 1 ). This satellite mission is preceded by UPMSat-1 launched in 1995 by the same research group [23] .
The Attitude, Control, and Determination Subsystem (ACDS) of UPMSat-2 includes three ZARM Technik AG magnetorquers, and two SSBV Aerospace & Technology Group Space and Ground Systems magnetometers. Obviously, one of the magnetometers would be sufficient, with a second one being included to increase the subsystem reliability. Furthermore, the information from a third magnetometer, by Bartington Instruments, present onboard as payload, will be available for the ADCS during the mission. As the UPMSat-2 ACDS only includes magnetic sensors and actuators, the control law developed is purely magnetic.
A picture of the UPMSat-2 is included in Fig. 1 . The picture shows the solar panels (built with eight SPVS-5S modules by SELEX Galileo, attached at lateral faces +x s , -x s ,+y s , and -y s , and half of one, formed by four SPVS-5S modules, at the top one, +z s ) can be clearly observed. Also, a sketch indicating the attitude of the satellite in the selected almost-polar sun-synchronous orbit has been included. Taking into account the aforementioned orbit, it can be said that the solar radiation will be almost perpendicular to the aforementioned rotation axis, allowing an easier thermal control thanks to the rotation. Besides, as the solar radiation falls directly to the side panels of the satellite, quite ahigh power supply is obtained through the solar panels (three different satellite attitudes within the selected orbit were analyzed for the UPMSat-2, the one described in the present work having the best result in terms of power supply [24] ). The solar cells allocated in face +z s are installed to produce some power supply in case of attitude perturbations or uncontrolled transient situations.
III. Dynamics of a Satellite with Magnetic Control

A. Reference Frames
In the present work, the following reference frames (i.e., coordinates systems), are considered: 1) Fj Earth-centered inertial reference frame; with its origin coinciding with the center of the Earth, X t pointing toward Vernal Equinox (Aries point) in the positive direction, the Z t axis parallel to the Earth's rotational axis pointing toward north, and the Y t axis completing the right-hand Cartesian frame.
2) F E Earth-centered, Earth-fixed reference frame; with its origin coinciding with the center of the Earth, the z E axis parallel to the rotational axis of the Earth in the positive direction, the x E axis pointing to the geographical zero latitude and longitude point (Equator crossing the Greenwich meridian), and the y E axis completing the right-hand Cartesian frame.
3) FQ (auxiliary reference frame parallel to orbit plane); with its origin coinciding with the center of the Earth, the X 0 axis pointing toward the ascending node of the orbit, Z 0 perpendicular to the orbit toward the positive direction of the rotational axis of the satellite in orbit, and the Y 0 axis completing the right-hand Cartesian frame. 4) F s (body reference frame); with its origin coinciding with the center of mass of the satellite, the axes coinciding with the principle axes of the body, and z s parallel to the axis with the maximum inertia.
For some orbits, the F 0 frame can be considered inertial for short periods of time. In the particular case of sun-synchronous orbits, where the precession phenomenon is slow (about 1 deg per day), this particular movement can be left aside for analysis within short periods of around 24 h or less. Therefore, in this work, F 0 is considered as an inertial coordinates system and used as the reference coordinates system. Besides, the X 0 axis is considered to match the X t axis. Although this reference frame is not commonly chosen by other authors, in the present work, it has been chosen to clearly show the desired effect of getting the rotation axis perpendicular to the orbit's plane.
B. Attitude Dynamics
Using the Euler equation, the dynamic model of a rigid satellite, expressed in the body reference frame F s is [25] 
where / is the inertia matrix of the satellite in the aforementioned body reference frame, s co is the angular velocity vector of the satellite with respect to the inertial reference frame, s T coi \ is the control magnetic torque, and s T dist is the torque due to environmental disturbances.
In the present work, a satellite almost axisymmetric around its z s axis, such as the UPMSat-2, is considered. The inertia matrix / of such a satellite is defined (in the body frame The control torque r coil is the result of the interaction between the magnetic dipole moment of the magnetorquers (actuators) m and the geomagnetic field B. It can be expressed through the equation where, as it can be appreciated, the resulting control torque is perpendicular to the magnetic field and S(-) is the operator in matrix form equivalent to the vector product operation:
Through the mathematical analysis presented in this work, the torque caused by environmental disturbances •T (iist included in expression (1) is not taken into account. Nevertheless, the most important perturbations for a satellite in a low Earth orbit, including aerodynamic and solar perturbations, have been included in the simulations carried out for validation of the proposed analytical formulation (in Sec. VI).
C. Magnetic Field of Earth
The geomagnetic field B can be approximated with the magnetic dipole model [ 19] , as the magnetic field is similar to the one generated by a magnetic dipole correctly positioned and oriented at the center of the Earth, (5)
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where R is the vector position from the center of the Earth, R = \\R\\, and m E is the Earth approximated magnetic dipole in those axes. (18)] introduces instability when rotation is produced around the principal inertia axis, the moment of inertia of which has an intermediate value [29] . Therefore, in axisymmetric satellites, the rotation rate will only converge to s m = s m d when the rotation is produced around the principal axis with the highest or lowest moment of inertia.
The orbit's inclination angle affects the present control performance. Controllability characteristics of magnetic controls based on B-dot strategy tend to improve with orbit inclination [12] 
The gain value k can be related to the rotation rate correction characteristic time / mg . The order of magnitude of the satellite's kinetic energy at initial conditions can be estimated with Eq. (22), whereas with Eq. (27) , it is possible to establish the order of magnitude of the control subsystem energy dissipation. If all moments of inertia are considered to have the same order of magnitude, / ~ /j, it is then possible to obtain the expression 2k\\B\\ (28) which leads to a first estimation of the characteristic time / mg , needed by the control subsystem to reduce the kinetic energy from the initial 
the second term of the right side of Eq. (16) is no longer negligible. Therefore, the previously neglected torque,
should be taken into account. In the absence of any perturbation, this torque will determine the direction vector of the satellite rotation axis. Furthermore, as explained in this subsection, the satellite tends to align its rotation axis z s with this torque, that is, the direction of vector °B(t)x°B(t). Both the magnitude and direction of vector B(t) X °B(t) can be calculated using Eqs. (5) and (11) . Two conclusions arise from such calculations. On the one hand, an averaged value of the magnitude of such a torque can be approximated, using Eq. On the other hand, the calculations show that the direction of vector B(t) X°B(t) is affected by the orbit's inclination. As an example, see in Fig. 2 the value of the misalignment angle between the direction of vector B(t) X °B(t) and the Z 0 axis a, calculated for a sun-synchronous orbit at 700 km altitude and i = 98 deg inclination. In the figure, it can be appreciated that, for this almost polar orbit, the misalignment has a maximum value of 18 deg, a minimum value of zero deg, and an averaged value of 6 deg. If these calculations are repeated for orbits with different inclinations, it is possible to obtain the value of those maximum, minimum, and averaged values as a function of the orbit's inclination; see Fig. 3 . In this figure, reduced values of the misalignment angle a are shown for polar orbits; that is, if i ~ 90 deg, the direction of vector B(t) X °B(t) almost matches the normal vector of the orbit's plane. Besides, it should be also mentioned that the integral of B(t) X °B(t) during one orbit is, for any inclination, parallel to the direction perpendicular of the orbit.
A. Gyroscopic Explanation of Attitude Evolution
In this stage, the angular moment of the satellite h is almost parallel to the target velocity s m d , which is aligned with z s -Therefore, the component of the angular moment along the z s axis h z is much greater than the other two components h x and h y , and the rotation rate remains fairly constant, as indicated with the stability analysis in the previous subsection. Then, if dissipative effects of the angular rate correction torque are not considered, in this second stage, the satellite dynamics can be approximated to a gyroscope (with the rotation axis in Zs) subjected to a % torque.
To demonstrate that the rotation axis of the satellite tends to align with a torque T, we suppose that this torque has constant direction in inertial axes F 0 . The evolution of the satellite's z s axis with respect to the torque % can be explained using Euler angles and supposing % parallel to Z 0 (this condition does not represent any additional hypothesis, as the same equations can be obtained using an inertial reference frame with the z axis parallel to %).
Following a 3-1-3 typical rotation sequence, the first rotation tp is around the Z 0 axis, the second rotation 8 is around the Xj axis, and the third rotation y/ is around the Z 2 axis (which coincides with the z s axis); see The spin axis direction movement can be studied in frame F 2 (see Fig. 4 where the angular moment h can be obtained multiplying the components of the angular rotation rate co by the inertia matrix /. On the F 2 frame,
I ± 8 I L (j> sin 8 I Ay/ + </> cos 8) (34)
The angular rotation rate F 2 frame with respect to the inertial F 0 frame can be expressed as 
= 0 (38)
Bearing in mind that y/ » </> and 0 as ^ » */ix and •'/ij,, the second equation on Eq. (38) can be reduced to the following one:
Hence, it is possible to deduce the behavior of rotation 0 between the F 2 and F 0 frames during this alignment phase:
That is, the variation of rotation 0 is defined by the equation
which implies that rotation 0 tends asymptotically to 0 = 0; this means that the z s and Z 0 axes tend to be aligned (i.e., z s tends to be aligned with %).
In the present case, % does not have a constant inertial direction; it varies periodically along the orbit. For this reason [and after a stabilization period that can be estimated according to Eq. (41)], the rotation axis direction z s will remain between the one from the torque T [parallel to B(t) X °B(t)] at each moment and the average value of this direction along one orbit (Z 0 ). The rotation axis direction z s will approach the first or the second option depending on the gain k and therefore on the subsystem's reaction speed.
B. Rotation Rate Stabilization
As stated in the previous section, the satellite's rotation axis z s tends to align with the torque T, which happens to have the same direction of vector B(t) X °B(t). Then, if z s is supposed to be aligned with B(t) X °B(t), the satellite dynamic Eq. (16) 2) Parameters 4-6: The three values of the unit vector that characterizes the initial attitude of the satellite. Fig. 9 Results of the second Monte Carlo analysis, carried out to study the situation once the rotation rate is stabilized for control gain constants k = 1 • 10 7 ,1 • 10 s , and 1 • 10' (k' = 1 • 10 6 in the graphs' legends).
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3 In all cases, the target rotation rate was s m d = Q.\ s e z rad/s, the maximum magnetic torque level being ±15 A m 2 in each axis. The characteristic time needed to reduce the kinetic energy to £ end = 10(7, I z )Q.i was obtained in every case, this limit being taken as the end of the rotation rate correction (the order of magnitude of the satellite's rotation rate once at the end of this stage is around Q. 0 ; see Sec. V). The average value (with its associated standard deviation bars) is plotted in Fig. 7 , for each one of the selected control gain values, together with the predicted values of the characteristic time / mg . The results from the figure show quite efficient rotation rate correction, together with the accuracy of the proposed estimation for the characteristic time. Besides, it should also be pointed out that the results show no improvement on the characteristic time for values beyond k = 1 • 10 8 , due to the limitation on the magnetic torque acting on the satellite (limited to ±15 Am 2 in each axis). A second Monte Carlo analysis was done, to study the satellite's attitude once the rotation rate was stabilized into a periodical state (see Sec. V). Three control gain constants k = 1 • 10 7 , 1 • 10 8 , and 1 • 10 9 were selected, 1000 cases being simulated for each one of them, with different initial conditions (see simulation parameters stated at the previous subsection). The averaged value (calculated during one orbit, once the rotation rate was stabilized) of the misalignment angle y between the direction of the satellite's rotation axis z s and the normal direction to the orbit's plane Z 0 is shown in Fig. 8 as a function of the orbit's inclination, for all the simulations carried out. As this misalignment follows the misalignment angle a between B(t) X °B(t) and the Z 0 axis (see Sec. V), the maximum, minimum, and averaged values of this angle have also been included in the graphs of the figure. The dispersion observed in the data is caused by the different angles of the orbit's plane in relation to the Earth magnetic dipole. For larger values of the control gain constant k, the dispersion of the results increases as the satellite's z-axis vector Zs is more capable of following the direction changes of vector B(t) X °B(t) (that is, for larger values of k, y tends to increase the oscillation between the maximum and the minimum values of a on one orbit; see also Figs. 2 and 3 ). Finally, it should be mentioned that the highest misalignment between the satellite's rotation axis z s and the orbit's plane normal direction Z 0 is significantly reduced (y < 5 deg), for high-inclination orbits (i ~ 90 deg) and control gain values up to k = 1 • 10 8 .
Besides, the nondimensional difference between the stabilization angular velocity and the target rotation rate, ( s o) -S m d )/Q^, was also studied using this Monte Carlo analysis. In Fig. 9 , the results corresponding to the value of the aforementioned difference between the stabilization angular velocity and the target rotation rate at the end of all simulations are shown. As expected, larger values of the control gain constant result in a greater dispersion of the results between the limits derived from the analytical solution k -* oo (see also Figs. 5 and 6 from Sec. V). 
B. UPMSat-2
In the previous sections, the theoretical basics of the proposed control law have been shown, the viability being demonstrated in the absence of any perturbation or error. However, several factors can affect the attitude control performance and consequently should be taken into account in the formulas derived from the ideal satellite dynamics, i.e., Eq. (16). On the one hand, orbit and environmental conditions, like geomagnetic field or perturbations (gravitational perturbations, sun radiation, etc.), have been simplified or neglected in the ideal formulation in previous sections and will be slightly different during spacecraft operation. On the other hand, the control subsystem of a spacecraft is affected by some possible limitations within its operation, such as the discrete-operation mode of the control, delay in signal reception and data processing, sequential operation of magnetic field measurements and magnetic actuation in order to avoid interferences, magnetorquers characteristic time and maximum torque, etc. Despite all these effects, most of them not taken into account in the previous sections, the algorithm developed in the present work should be able to carry out an effective attitude control of the spacecraft.
To check its effectiveness, the proposed attitude control algorithm was implemented in the MATLAB®-SIMULINK UPMSat-2 mission simulator along with the dynamics of the satellite. This simulator integrates different modules, which characterize the UPMSat-2 behavior. Among them it can be pointed out the following ones:
1) The inertia matrix of UPMSat-2.
2) An accurate simulation of the expected orbit for UPMSat-2.
3) A detailed geomagnetic field model based on National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 2010-2015 World Magnetic Model [26] .
4) Several models of the major perturbations along the orbit (e.g., torques due to solar and aerodynamic effects).
5) The alternated operation of magnetometers and magnetorquers, to avoid interaction between them. 6) A model of the magnetorquers performance, which includes the response characteristic time and maximum magnetic torque. 7) A model of the magnetometers performance, including 2nT (rms) noise and around 25nT accuracy error.
The , in every case. Taking into account the maximum dipole that can be supplied by the magnetorquers when activated, m = 15 Am 2 , the gain was set to obtain maximum amplification without saturation during the second phase. With this procedure, the duration of the second stage was minimized, and reduced power consumption was also ensured once the stabilized attitude was reached. Besides, it is also fair to say that magnetorquers reached saturation within the first control stage, as they were unable to produce the required torque. Nevertheless, this saturation of the magnetorquers does not represent any problem in that dissipative first stage. The second stage, regarding the attitude correction process that aligns the rotation axis with the normal vector of the orbit's plane, can be observed in the middle graphs of Figs. 10-12. As mentioned before, in this second stage, the rotation rate was stabilized, and the angle 8 between the satellite rotation axis and the normal vector to the orbit's plane gradually turned to zero. This attitude correction stage took for all the cases between 1500 and 4500 s (see the central graphs in Figs. 10-12) .
The stabilized situation can be appreciated in the right graphs of Figs. 10-12. The attitude of the satellite has a periodical behavior, which is significantly similar in all cases analyzed. Therefore, it can be assumed that the influence of the initial conditions disappears once the satellite has completed the second correction stage. Rotation rate components s co x and s co y are negligible, whereas s co z is within the limits stated in Sec. V. The misalignment (expressed in terms of the 8 angle) is reduced up to 4.5 deg (on average) in all cases.
According to the results from the simulator, it can be assumed that the control algorithm works properly and it is reliable for the UPMSat-2 mission. Furthermore, results indicate good correlation with the analytical approach to the control algorithm, which can be split into three different stages as explained in the previous section.
VII. Conclusions
In the present work, a new type of magnetic control applied to lowEarth-orbit satellites is described. The proposed control law is able to set the satellite rotation speed around its maximum or minimum inertia principal axis. Besides, the proposed control law favors the alignment of this axis with the normal direction to the orbital plane for high-inclination orbits.
The proposed control algorithm is simple since 1) only magnetorquers are required as actuators, 2) only magnetometers are required as sensors, 3) it does not need an in-orbit Earth magnetic field model, 4) it does not need to be externally activated with information about the orbital characteristics, and 5) it allows automatic reset after a total shutdown of attitude control subsystem.
The theoretical viability of the control law has been checked through Monte Carlo analysis of orbits with inclinations in the bracket [45 deg, 135 deg]. The results indicate low error levels regarding both the rotation rate correction and the misalignment with target attitude, for high-inclination orbits. The accuracy level of the satellite's rotation rate correction is around the orbital rotation rate, whereas the accuracy in relation to the target attitude is lower than 5 deg, for such kinds of orbits.
The proposed algorithm has been tested in the UPMSat-2 simulator. The results showed a very good agreement with all the analytical approaches developed in the present work.
Finally, is noteworthy to mention that, in terms of power production, the proposed attitude (on the principal axis perpendicular to the orbit plane and the satellite rotating around it with a controlled rate) is very suitable for the UPMSat-2 mission, as it allows a higher area of the panels pointing toward the sun when compared to other studied attitudes. Besides, the proposed attitude showed significant improvements, when compared to others, in terms of thermal control, as the satellite angular rotation rate can be selected to achieve a higher temperature homogenization of the satellite
